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SKYLEADER GP-ONE features comfortable 
side-by-seating in a spacious easy-to-enter 
cockpit. The windows in its giant side doors 
provide helicopter-like views of the terrain 
passing below.

SKYLEADER GP-ONE features dual controls 
(with available dual brakes), electrically operated 
flaps, and a GRS recovery system as part of the 
standard equipment package,  Although the GP-
ONE is manufactured in only one configuration, 
the possibilities are numerous for ways to trick 
out the interior and panel to suit your needs.

SKYLEADER ALBI UL-39 is an entirely new 
concept in light sport flying. Coming in 2020.

SKYLEADER 600 features unparalleled space 
and comfort. Its 48 inch-wide cockpit is roomy 
enough to allow two 6'4" pilots to sit side-by-
side in armchair-like comfort without touching.  

SKYLEADER 400 is a fast, two-seat, all metal
S-LSA airplane distinguished by its racy sports 
car-like looks and unique gull-wing canopy.  
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Skyleader GP-ONE is the perfect aircraft for 
student training or casual flying. Its lightweight all 
carbon-composite construction makes GP-ONE easy 
to own and maintain, and its standard equipment 
ballistic rescue system gives it that extra measure of 
safety that you want.

Equipped with wheel pants and a steerable nose 
wheel, GP-ONE is fast, efficient and a breeze to fly. 
With a wide choice of interior finishes and avionics, 
GP-ONE can be customized to suit your needs and 
pocketbook. 

Whether you take it around the patch or around the 
world, SkyLeader North America, LLC is there with 
you providing reliable service and support.

SKYLEADER GP-ONE STATISTICS

Engine 80 hp Rotax 912 UL

Wingspan 33’ 5” (10.2 m)

Length 20’ 5”” (6.25 m)

Empty Weight 656 lbs

MTO Weight 1,320 lbs

Useful Load Approximately 660 lbs

Minimum Speed 30 knots (26 w/flaps)

Maneuvering Speed 80 knots

Cruise Speed 94 knots

Maximum Speed 134 knots

Take-off Distance 656 ft

Landing Distance 656 ft

Climb (MTOW) 500 - 900 fpm

Fuel Capacity 27.7 gallons

Range 640 nm (750 miles)

Propeller Woodcomp 3-blade

Cabin Width 3’ 11 ft (1.28 m) 

Undercarriage Tricycle


